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Abstract 21 

The rapid spread and evolution of various strains of SARS-CoV-2, the virus responsible for 22 

COVID-19, continues to challenge the disease controlling measures globally. Alarming 23 

concern is, the number of second wave infections surpassed the first wave and the onset of 24 

severe symptoms manifesting rapidly. In this scenario, testing of maximum population in less 25 

time and minimum cost with existing diagnostic amenities is the only possible way to control 26 

the spread of the virus. The previously described RNA extraction-free methods using dry 27 

swab have been shown to be advantageous in these critical times by different studies. In this 28 

work, we show the temporal stability and performance of the dry swab viral detection method 29 

at two different temperatures. Contrived dry swabs holding serially diluted SARS-CoV-2 30 

strains A2a and A3i at 25°C (room temperature; RT) and 4°C were subjected to direct RT-31 

PCR and compared with standard VTM-RNA based method. The results clearly indicate that 32 

dry swab method of RNA detection is as efficient as VTM-RNA-based method in both 33 

strains, when checked for up to 72 hours. The lesser CT values of dry swab samples in  34 

comparison to that of the VTM-RNA samples suggest better sensitivity of the method within 35 

48 hours of time. The results collectively suggest that dry swab samples are stable at RT for 36 

24 hours and the detection of SARS-CoV-2 RNA by RT-PCR do not show variance from 37 

VTM-RNA. This extraction free, direct RT-PCR method holds phenomenal standing in the 38 

present life-threatening circumstances due to SARS-CoV-2. 39 
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Introduction    43 

The life-threatening and repeated Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic waves 44 

clubbed with the emergence of new strains and scarceness of the vaccines for majority of the 45 

world population, the only way out is to follow COVID-19 protocols and mass testing to stop 46 

the spread of the virus. In a year’s time the COVID-19 testing facilities has evolved to test 47 

more samples by implementing automation and involving more skilled people. Regardless of 48 

all these preparations, due to multiple waves of infection and new strains with fast spreading 49 

ability, the present testing setup is unable to test the large number of samples in a time bound 50 

manner. Along with this, there are multiple challenges such as shortage of Ribonucleic acid 51 

(RNA) isolation reagents, samples transport facilities, equipment breakdown, and limited 52 

human/financial resources (Fomsgaard & Rosenstierne, 2020). In an attempt to overcome 53 

these hurdles, multiple studies attempted to present the advantages of RNA extraction-free 54 

direct Reverse Transcription-Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR), without compromising 55 

the sensitivity of detection (Bruce et al., 2020; Kiran et al., 2020; Padgett et al., 2020; Parikh 56 

et al., 2021; Smyrlaki et al., 2020; Visseaux et al., 2021) which is being effectively 57 

implemented in few countries (ICMR, 2021; Srivatsan, Heidl, et al., 2020). 58 

Besides the existence of promising extraction-free RT-PCR methods, there are apprehensions 59 

in implementing such methods in large scale. Those include temporal stability of the samples, 60 

detection sensitivity, other logistics, and mainly the fact that diagnostic personnel being 61 

accustomed to traditional methods. But the current circumstances demand more flexibility to 62 

implementation of extraction-free detection methods that saves considerable time, manpower, 63 

and reduce the economic burden. In this work we convincingly added more scientific 64 

dimensions to the dry swab extraction-free method for Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome-65 

Coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) diagnosis that we have reported earlier (Kiran et al., 2020). 66 

This work illuminates further advantages of the method and discusses the scope for 67 

commercialization.   68 
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Materials and methods 69 

Viral strains, log dilutions and swab preparation  70 

Strains representing two different clades of SARS-CoV-2, namely A2a and A3i (GISAID ID: 71 

EPI_ISL_458046; virus ID- hCoV-19/India/TG-CCMB-L1021/2020 , and EPI_ISL_458075; 72 

virus ID- hCoV-19/India/TG-CCMB92 O2-P1/2020) have been reported previously and have 73 

been tested for the temporal stability (Gupta et al., 2021). A concentration of 4.55x106 pfu/ml 74 

and 8x106 pfu/ml viral cultures of A2a and A3i strains, respectively, were serially diluted to 75 

up to 6 log folds. The swabs were immersed in different dilutions for 10-15 seconds and then 76 

stored as either dry swab in 15 ml sterile tubes or in 3 ml VTM-containing tubes at room 77 

temperature (RT; 25±1�) and 4°C for up to 3 days. Independent swabs were sampled at an 78 

interval of 24 hours and processed as discussed below.    79 

Sample processing 80 

The sample processing was performed in the BSL-3 facility of CSIR-CCMB, Hyderabad, 81 

India by following Standard Operating Procedures. 82 

a) Extraction of biological material from dry swabs: 83 

A volume of 400 μl of TE buffer [Tris pH-7.4 10 mM, EDTA 0.1 mM] with 2mg/ml 84 

proteinase K was added and the samples were incubated at RT for 30 min to ensure the 85 

release of biological material (unless mentioned otherwise). 86 

b) Heat Inactivation: 87 

The samples were than heated at 98° C for 6 min in a dry bath placed inside the laminar 88 

hood. The heat-treated samples were directly used as a template for RT-PCR.  89 

Proteinase K concentration optimisation 90 

Nasopharyngeal swab samples from three COVID-19 positive individuals with informed 91 

consents were collected. 400 μl  of TE buffer was added to the swab samples at first and the 92 

samples were let at RT for 15 minutes. Later, four 50 μl aliquots of the samples were taken 93 

and appropriate volume of 100 mg/ml proteinase K solution was added to the aliquots, 94 

respectively, to get 2 mg/ml, 1 mg/ml, 0.5 mg/ml of proteinase K. One tube was processed 95 

without proteinase K (0 mg/ml). The samples were let at RT for another 15 minutes and were 96 

processed as described above. 97 

RNA extraction and RT-PCR 98 

The RNA was extracted from the VTM samples using QIAamp Viral RNA isolation kit 99 

(Qiagen, Germany) by following the manufacturer’s protocol. The RNA samples were 100 

checked for the presence of SARS-CoV-2 RNA using FDA (Food and Drug Administration, 101 

USA Government)-approved Fosun COVID-19 RT-PCR Detection Kit (Shanghai Fosun 102 

Long March Medical Science Co., Ltd, China). The kit provides primers and probes for target 103 
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genes, the envelope gene (E-gene; ROX labelled), nucleocapsid gene (N-gene; JOE labelled), 104 

and open reading frame1ab (ORF1ab; FAM labelled) of SARS-CoV-2. The RT-PCR was 105 

performed as per manufacturer recommendation on QuantStudioTM5. The Positive and 106 

negative controls provided in the kit were included each time in the amplification plates, and 107 

the CT values were in the range of the manufacturer protocol proving to be efficient and 108 

devoid of contamination. All the samples were tested in triplicates. 109 

Statistical analysis 110 

Microsoft excel was used for statistical analysis and plotting. GraphPad prism 6 was also 111 

used for plotting.  112 
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Results 113 

Detection of SARS-CoV-2 RNA is independent of storage temperature till 24 hours 114 

One of the major concerns for adopting dry swab-based diagnosis at large scale is the 115 

stability of the viral RNA during shipping and storage. Presence of intact RNA is essential for 116 

reliable diagnosis, and the integrity of RNA is dependent on multiple factors of which 117 

temperature is a crucial factor. Here, the detection of SARS-CoV-2 RNA was assessed by 118 

subjecting contrived swabs in VTM and contrived dry swabs at two temperatures for different 119 

periods of time. The results indicate that storing the contrived dry swabs at room temperature 120 

(RT; 25±1�) does not affect the detection ability for up to 24 hours. In addition, the CT 121 

values of the dry swab samples and that of the RNA isolated from corresponding VTM 122 

samples were comparable when stored at RT. Similarly, samples stored at 4� showed no 123 

differences when incubated in VTM and as dry swabs for 24 hours (Figure 1; Supplementary 124 

File 1). 125 

Figure 1: Stability of the viral RNA is unaffected by different storage conditions for up to 24 hours of 126 

storage. CT values of the viral genes in (A) A2a strain and (B) A3i strain after 1 day of storage in the 127 

mentioned conditions. RT-PCR was carried out in triplicates for every sample and the average CT 128 

values are plotted. Each coloured line represents one sample.  129 
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Long-term stability of the viral RNA is temperature-dependent 131 

While the above results provide the stability of viral RNA unperturbed up to 24 hours at RT, 132 

the long-term storage/shipping for performing genome analysis is unexplored. Therefore, we 133 

studied the effect of long-term storage of the contrived samples at different temperatures. 134 

Results indicated that storing the samples at 4� could help in maintaining the integrity of 135 

RNA for up to 3 days irrespective of the presence or absence of VTM. The CT values of the 136 

VTM samples and dry swab samples stored at 4� were comparable for majority of the 137 

samples suggesting that storing the swabs in the absence of media does not affect the 138 

integrity of the RNA (Figure 2; Supplementary File 1). However, when stored at RT, the dry 139 

swab samples showed increased CT indicating the loss of RNA copies after 2 days of storage. 140 

As a result, samples with low viral titres went undetected. Even so, samples stored in VTM at 141 

RT, and 4� and the dry swabs stored at 4� remained intact as suggested by the CT values 142 

that are comparable to a greater extent (Figure 2). 143 
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Figure 2: Long-term storage of dry swab samples at RT causes loss in detection of low titre samples. 144 

CT values of the viral genes in (A) A2a strain and (B) A3i strain after 2 days of storage and similarly 145 

that of (C) A2a strain and (D) A3i strain after 3 days of storage. RT-PCR was carried out in triplicates 146 

for every sample and the average CT values are plotted. Each coloured line represents one sample. 147 

 148 
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Prolonged storage of dry swabs at 4� is as efficient as storing in VTM 150 

The reduced viral RNA integrity upon storage at higher temperatures in different media has 151 

been previously reported (Druce et al., 2012). To overcome this problem of reduced stability 152 

the storage of samples at lower temperatures can be of probable solution. In this regard, a 153 

comparison of the samples stored in different conditions revealed a temporal increase in the 154 

CT values of the dry swab samples when stored at RT but not at 4�. The median CT values of 155 

the dry swab samples stored at 4� at all time points are comparable to that of the VTM 156 

samples (Supplementary Figure 1). Statistical correlation analyses revealed that there is a 157 

strong positive correlation between the CT values of dry swab samples and VTM-RNA when 158 

stored at 4� for 3 days and at RT for 1 day (Figure 3A; Supplementary Table 1). Moreover, 159 

the CT values of the dry swab samples stored at 4� showed strong correlation between 3 days 160 

and 1 day of storage (Figure 3B; Supplementary Table 2). Together, the data suggest that dry 161 

swab-based sample collection could be a potential alternate for sample collection in VTM 162 

given the availability of refrigeration and when the samples has to be stored or transported for 163 

a longer time. Additionally, the delta CT values between dry swab and VTM-RNA confirms 164 

the validity of the above claim, wherein the dry swab samples stored at 4� shows negative to 165 

no difference in the delta CT values when compared to VTM-RNA samples (Supplementary 166 

Figure 2). 167 

 168 
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Figure 3: Scatter plots showing (A) the comparison of the correlation coefficients between the CT 169 

values of the dry swab and VTM-RNA samples subjected to the given conditions and (B) the 170 

correlation between the CT values of the dry swab samples between day 3 and day 1. RT-PCR was 171 

performed in triplicates for each sample and the average CT values were used to calculate the 172 

correlation coefficient using. 173 
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Optimization of proteinase K concentration 175 

Use of proteinase K in RNA extraction-free methods is reported to increase the detection 176 

efficiency (Srivatsan, Han, et al., 2020). The FDA-authorized SalivaDirect method also uses 177 

proteinase K at a concentration of 2.5 mg/ml as the major ingredient for effective detection 178 

(Vogels et al., 2020). For the dry swab method using TE buffer and proteinase K, the major 179 

cost component is proteinase K and finding the minimum concentration of proteinase K could 180 

help in increasing the throughput of tests with a given amount of the enzyme thereby cutting 181 

down the per test cost. In an attempt to optimise the concentration of proteinase K required 182 

for efficient detection, we tested dry swabs from three independent COVID-19 positive 183 

nasopahryngeal samples with different viral loads at four proteinase K final concentrations. 184 

Results suggest that a final concentration of 0.5 mg/ml of proteinase K produces comparable 185 

with that of 2 mg/ml (Figure 4). In accordance with previous reports, lack of proteinase K 186 

affected the detection as suggested by increased CT values when compared to samples with 187 

proteinase K (Figure 4; Supplementary Table 3). 188 

Figure 4: Line chart showing the effect of proteinase K concentration on the detection of SARS-CoV-189 

2 targets in 3 independent COVID positive individuals’ samples.  190 
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Discussion 192 

Considering the exponential raise in the number of SARS-CoV-2 infected people and 193 

hospitalisations, it is imperative to look for alternative methods to quickly diagnose and 194 

control the disease spread. Based on the availability of resources and sample burden, 195 

diagnostic labs need to adopt methods with faster turnover time to cater the present health 196 

care demands. Here in this work, we presented an additional advantage of the dry-swab 197 

method over time consuming traditional way and highlighted the elimination of cold chain 198 

for shorter sample transport. The study on temporal stability of the two strains of SARS-199 

CoV-2 at two different temperatures indicates that, for shorter distance transportation cold 200 

chain can be avoided and the dry swab samples with low viral load also is stable at RT for 24 201 

hours. In case of high sample surge the swabs can be stored at 4°C for up to 3 days without 202 

compromising the detection sensitivity. The dry swab method is expected to hold similar 203 

advantages in case of other emerging variants of SARS-CoV-2 as indicated by multiple 204 

sewage surveillance and sequencing studies (Crits-Christoph et al., 2021; Martin et al., 2020). 205 

This suggests that the virus variants could be different with respect to the rate of infection and 206 

eliciting immune response, but they are generally stable for longer time in different 207 

conditions. Additionally, as a measure to cut cost incurred per test, we optimised the 208 

minimum final concentration of proteinase K that can produce reliable results. Our results 209 

indicate that a minimum final concentration of 0.5 mg/ml of proteinase K is enough to 210 

produce results comparable to that of 2 mg/ml. This evidently suggests that the throughput of 211 

the tests can be increased four times in addition to bringing down the cost by four times. 212 

In conclusion, the dry swab method facilitates multiple advantages at the present critical time 213 

while the testing facilities are failing to cater the requirements. With the present testing 214 

facilities and resources, the dry swab method can increase the throughput of a lab by three-215 

folds. The challenges like reagent shortage, limited human resources and high transmission 216 

rate can be handled in a better manner. The recent study on culturing virus from dry swab 217 

clearly showed that virus culture can be established from dry swabs stored for days at RT in 218 

TE buffer devoid of proteinase K (Ram et al., 2021). Shortly, the dry swab method conserves 219 

all the advantages of gold-standard method and can deliver reliable results even faster. In the 220 

present scenario, implementation of this method could provide multiple advantages in 221 

containing the infection and better allocation of medical resources in the developed and 222 

developing nations alike.  223 
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